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ON TEICHMULLER CONTRACTION

FREDERICK P. GARDINER

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. Universal Teichmuller space is the space of quasi-symmetric home-

omorphisms QS of a circle factored by those Mobius transformations that

preserve the circle. Another Teichmuller space, which also has universal proper-

ties, is QS factored by the closed subgroup 5 of symmetric homeomorphisms.

Teichmuller's metric for QS mod 5 is the boundary dilatation metric. Sulli-

van's coiling property for Beltrami lines and the Hamilton-Reich-Strebel nec-

essary and sufficient condition for extremality are proved for QS mod S.

The coiling property implies a contraction principle for certain types of self-

mappings of Teichmuller space. It is also shown that the boundary dilatation

metric has an infinitesimal form and that this metric is the integral of its in-

finitesimal form.

Introduction

The principle of Teichmuller contraction concerns curves in Teichmuller

space which are approximate geodesies with respect to Teichmuller's metric.

More precisely, it concerns curves, which are of the special form [tp], — 1 <

t < 1, for some Beltrami coefficient. We will call such curves Beltrami lines.

It is known that such a curve is a geodesic if p is extremal [7]. Moreover,

for extremal p the mapping 7M from the open interval -1 < t < 1 with the

Poincare metric into Teichmuller's space with Teichmuller's metric given by

11-» [t7i/||yU||oo] is an isometry.

Whether or not p is extremal, the mapping 7^ is weakly contracting.

Teichmuller contraction says that if the mapping IM(t) fails to preserve dis-

tance between two points then it is strictly contracting at all pairs of points

on the same Beltrami line and within a specified distance from the two given

points. Moreover, the amount by which it is contracting is independent of p.

This property of the mapping 7^ is called a coiling property by Sullivan [11]

because the Beltrami line [tp] is similar to a flexible coiled wire; if two points

along the line are not stretched apart as far as they can be by a certain factor,

then throughout most of the line the distance between pairs of points is not as

great as it could be, by an amount depending on the given factor.

Teichmuller contraction is closely related to a theorem of Royden [10], which

asserts that for finite-dimensional Teichmuller spaces with complex structure,
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Teichmuller's metric coincides with the Kobayashi metric. This theorem is

extended to infinite-dimensional Teichmuller spaces with complex structure in

[3]. A consequence of this theorem is that any holomorphic mapping between

Teichmuller spaces and, in particular, from the unit disk with the Poncare metric

into any Teichmuller space is weakly contracting.

Teichmuller contraction is more restrictive than Royden's theorem because

it concerns only a special class of mappings from a disk or a line segment into a

Teichmuller space, namely, those that are Beltrami lines, but it is more general

because the constant of strict contraction is uniform over all p and the emphasis

is that the principle applies to infinite-dimensional spaces.

Teichmuller contraction applies in another setting, which is important in the

study of dynamical systems. Consider the group QS of all quasi-symmetric

homeomorphisms of a circle. Universal Teichmuller space is QS factored by

the Mobius group PSL(2, R); but QS contains another topological subgroup,

which is much larger than PSL(2, R), namely, the subgroup S of symmetric

homeomorphisms. S can be defined as the closure in the quasi-symmetric

topology of the group of real analytic homeomorphisms of the circle. QS mod S

is another type of Teichmuller space with a complex structure and with a natural

boundary dilation metric, which turns out to be the same as the quotient metric

to Teichmuller's metric on QS mod PSL(2, R) [5].
It is not known whether the Teichmuller metric on QS mod S coincides

with the Kobayashi metric. Nonetheless, Teichmuller contraction applies in

this setting and provides a method for showing that certain self-mappings of

Teichmuller spaces are strict contractions, which therefore have unique fixed

points. The goal is to apply this lemma to renormalization. This program

is carried through by Sullivan in [11] for renormalization self-mappings of

Teichmuller spaces of Riemann surface laminations.

This paper is divided into four sections. The first reviews the definitions of
Poincare's and Teichmuller's metrics and also the quotient Teichmuller met-

ric on QS mod S. In this section it is shown that the quotient metric on

QS mod S has an infinitesimal form, expressed in terms of degenerating se-

quences of quadratic differentials of norm 1, and it is shown that this quo-

tient metric is the integral of its infinitesimal form. A key element in finding

the infinitesimal form of Teichmuller's metric for QS mod 51 is a theorem of

Fehlmann [2] relating local dilatation of a quasi-symmetric mapping to bound-

ary dilatation.

The second section gives a precise statement of Teichmuller contraction,

which applies to universal Teichmuller space, to the Teichmuller space of a

Fuchsian group, and to QS mod S.

The third section connects the near extremality of a mapping to the near

extremality of a linear functional, called the Hamilton functional. The proof of

this connection is based on the main inequality of Reich and Strebel [9], which is

a form of Grotzsch's inequality. The main result is that a mapping is e-extremal

if and only if the Hamilton functional is e'-extremal, where e and e' converge
simultaneously to zero. A version of this result for Beltrami coefficients with

constant absolute value was proved also by Reich and Strebel. The case when e

and e' are both equal to zero includes the proof of the Hamilton-Reich-Strebel

theorem. In the setting of QS mod S, the parallel result gives a new form of

this theorem.
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The fourth section gives the proof of Teichmuller contraction.

A forthcoming paper develops a parallel theory for the Teichmuller space

of a polynomial-like mapping acting on the exterior of a connected filled-in

Julia set. The QS mod S Teichmuller space gives a convenient setting for

parametrizing the exterior classes of such a mapping. There, the holomorphic

quadratic differentials become lacunary series.

1. A REVIEW OF POINCARE'S AND TEICHMULLER'S METRICS

Let A be the open unit disk and Loo (A) the Banach space of bounded, mea-

surable, complex-valued functions defined on A with the essential supremum

norm. For any p in M, the open unit ball of 7^ (A), there exists a quasi-

conformal self-mapping / of A, which satisfies the Beltrami equation [ 1 ]

(1) f(z) = p(z)fz(z).

Any two solutions of (1) are equal up to postcomposition by a Mobius transfor-

mation preserving A. Thus, if we normalize a solution to (1) at three boundary

points of A, a solution is uniquely determined by p and we may write / = f1.

The universal Teichmuller space T can be viewed as M factored by an

equivalence relation. Let f and fx be solutions of (1) normalized at the same

three points with Beltrami coefficients po and px . We say po and px are

equivalent if fo and fx are identical on the boundary of A.
For any Fuchsian group Y acting on A and any closed subset C of the

boundary of A, which contains the limit set of T and which is invariant under

T, the Teichmuller space T(T, C) can be defined analogously. The set M(Y)

consists of those elements of M that are invariant as (-1, 1)-differentials for

T. That is, p is in Af (r) if p is in Af and

(2) p(B(z))W(z)IB'(z) = p(z)

for every B in Y. The Teichmuller space T(T, C) is Af(r) factored by an

equivalence relation depending on C; two Beltrami coefficients po and pi are

equivalent if fo and fx are identical on C. We often suppress T and C in

the notation T(T, C) and Af(r) and just write T and M.
Teichmuller's metric dj is given by

(3) ,H[0M/<]) = infilogI^,

where the infimum is over all p in the equivalence class [p]. (Note that since

the group T and the closed set C determine the total space Af(r) and the

equivalence relation on it, the metric dp also depends on Y and C.) The dis-

tance between an arbitrary pair of points [po] and [px] is defined by declaring

that right composition is an isometry; that is, dp([po]. L"i]) is equal to the dis-

tance dp([0], [v]) where v is the Beltrami coefficient of fo°fx~l and where fo

and fx are solutions to (1) for po and px . If fo and f are replaced by Loofo

and Li o fx, then the expression in (3) remains unchanged, even before taking

the infimum, so dp does not depend on the normalization at the boundary.

The Poincare metric for A can be defined in a similar way. We view the

unit disk A as a group of Mobius transformations preserving A factored by

the rotations, R(z) = e'ez . The distance between a Mobius transformation L
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and the identity is

(4) rfHIid]JL])=ll0g|±|^i|

and the distance dp([Lo], [Lx]) is defined to be rfp([id], [Lx o Lq1]) .
The metrics dp and dp have infinitesimal forms and can be recovered

as integrals of their infinitesimal forms. Proofs of these assertions can be

found in [4]. Assume the distance from 0 to t in the unit disk is given by

dp(0, t) = \t\ + <9(|/|2). If dp is to be invariant under precomposition by

Mobius transformations, it follows that

(5) dP(z,z + t) = \t\/(\-\z\2) + 0(\t\2).

Thus |^z|/(l-|z|2) is a global expression in the unit disk for the infinitesimal

form of dp.
The infinitesimal form for Teichmuller's metric involves the space A of in-

tegrate holomorphic quadratic differentials. For universal Teichmuller space

(the case where T = {identity} and C is the whole circumference of the unit

disk), the Banach space A consists of functions cp(z) holomorphic in A with

finite norm where \\cp\\ = ff \<p(z)\dxdy with the integration over A. In the
case that T = T(T, C), then, by definition, A = A(T, C) is the Banach space
of functions cp(z) with the following properties:

(i)   cp is a quadratic differential form for T, that is, cp(B(z))B'(z)2 = cp(z)

for all 77 in T.
(ii)   \\y>\\ is finite, where \\<p\\ = J J \<p(z)\ dx dy and the domain of integra-

tion is any fundamental domain in A for T.

(iii)   cp(z)dz2 is real along the boundary of A minus C .

The infinitesimal form of Teichmuller's metric [7, 9] is

(6) dT([0],[tp]) = suo ItRe ff p(z)cp(z) dx dy + 0(t2)

where the constant in 0(t2) depends only on \\p\\oo and the supremum is over

cp in the unit ball of A = A(T, C). Since postcomposition by a quasi-conformal

homeomorphism of A induces an isometry for dp, in a manner analogous to

the computation of (5), we find a global expression for the infinitesimal form

of Teichmuller's metric [4]:

(7) dT([p], [n + tv]) = tsup Re jj<P(w)   x _"|  [2 • \   dudv+0(t2)

where the supremum is over all holomorphic quadratic differentials of norm 1

in ^(r" , C), C = f>(C), R = /" o ro (/>)-', e = p/p, p = J? , and the
integration is over a fundamental domain for P*.

To prove formula (6) one uses two inequalities of Reich and Strebel [9],

which are forms of Grotzsch's inequality applied to the horizontal trajectory

structure of a quadratic differential. Let 7\"o be the dilatation of an extremal

mapping in with the same boundary values as f = f and cp any element of

A of norm 1. Then

1        /Y|l-<u(*M2)/|<0(z)||2,   , v, ,    .
(I) To<jj »\>l{^,ll\<p(z)\dxdy.
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This gives a lower bound for K0. An upper bound comes from

(id      *.<.up//"+",(^y|Ziywi^»

where the supremum is over all cp in A of norm 1. Now consider the curve

[tp] in Teichmuller space, let 7^o(0 be the dilatation of an extremal mapping

in the class of ftft, and let ko(t) = (K0(t) - l)/(K0(t) + 1). Notice that the

derivative with respect to / at t = 0 of j\ogKo(t) is equal to the derivative

at t = 0 of ko(t), provided these derivatives exist. But applying (I) to tp and

expanding out the absolute value in the numerator of the integrand yields

ko(t) >\tRe j   pcpdxdy + 0(t2)

for all cp of norm 1 and (II) yields

ko(t) <supURe j   pcpdxdy +0(t2)

where the supremum is over all cp of norm 1 . This shows that ko(t) is differ-
entiable at t = 0 and verifies formula (6). This proof of the formula for the

infinitesimal form of Teichmuller's metric is given by Reich and Strebel in [9].

The first verification of the formula for the infinite-dimensional cases was given

by O'Byrne in [7].

The Teichmuller metric d on QS mod S is defined by

d(Sf, Sg) =x2inflogK(siofog-x os"1)

where the infimum is over all si and s2 in the group S of symmetric homeo-

morphisms of a circle. In [5] it is shown that this metric is given by boundary

dilatation. If / is a quasi-symmetric homeomorphism, its boundary dilata-

tion BD(f) is obtained by looking at the smallest maximal dilatation of quasi-

conformal extensions of / to a neighborhood U of the boundary and taking

the limit of these dilatations as U shrinks to the boundary. Then Lemma 5.1

of [5] says that
d(Sf,Sg)=x2\ogBD(fog~x).

A sequence cpn in A is called degenerating if the norm of each cpn is equal

to 1 and if cp„ converges to zero uniformly on compact subsets of the disk. We

denote a degenerating sequence by {cpn} . Then there are inequalities (I') and

(II') analogous to (I) and (II):

IV\ l        ^ ;~ri:„:„c ff I1 ~ Kz)<Pn(z)/\cp„(z)\\2       ,^j„j„
(I }       BDjf) * ltihn"m{JJ -r=jpjz)\2-^n(z)\dxdy

and

(II') BD(f) < suplimsup //|1+Mf)^™f"(Z)l|2|^)l^^.
{?„} "      J J i -mz)r

The proof of (I') follows immediately from the main inequality of Reich and

Strebel [9]. (II') is an existence theorem; it asserts the existence of a degener-

ating sequence satisfying the inequality.
To prove (II') we appeal to a theorem of Fehlmann relating local dilatation to

boundary dilatation. Consider a neighborhood U of a point £ on the boundary
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of the unit disk. Let Kr(f, U) be the infimum of the dilatations in U of any

mappings g, which agree with / on the part of the boundary in common

with the boundary of U. Then the local dilatation BDr(f) of / at C is the
infimum over all neighborhoods U of C of Kr(f, U). Fehlmann's theorem

says that in all cases BD(f) = supBDr(f) where the supremum is over all C in

the boundary of the disk. We claim that (II') follows from the main inequality

in [9] and this result. Since BDr(f) is an upper semicontinuous function of C,

we can find a point C where BDr(f) = BD(f). Then for any neighborhood U

of C we can choose a large finite set in U n dA such that the dilatation of an

extremal mapping, which agrees with / on this finite set, is as near to BDr(f)

as we like. This extremal mapping will have a Teichmuller Beltrami coefficient

of the form k\cp\/cp where ||^|| = 1 and all of the poles cp are in the given

finite set. This implies that most of the mass of the measure \cp\dxdy is near

to C because of the following lemma.

Lemma. Suppose cp is a rational function with at most simple poles and \cp(z)\ =

0(|z|-4) as z \-> oo. Suppose also that all of the poles of cp lie inside the disk

\z\ < s2 and that JJC \cp\ dx dy = 1. Then

/ /      \cp\dxdy > 1 - 2e.
JJ\z\<e

Proof. First one verifies that for any function ip holomorphic in the unit disk

(8) ff     W\d^dn<-^--2ff     MdZdn.
JJ\r\<c I1 ~c)   JJk\<\

Obviously, the left-hand side is less than or equal to tic2 times the supremum of

I ̂ (Co)l over | Co I < c. But if | Col < c then the disk of radius 1 - c centered at

Co is contained in |C| < 1. Thus, by the mean value property for holomorphic

functions,

k(Co)i<        *    ,2 //      \v\dtdr,
71(1 - C)' J J\r\<X

and (8) follows.
Consider the change of coordinates C,=e8/z and let cp(z) = y/(eS/z)(eS)2/z'i.

If all of the poles of cp are inside the disk of radius ed , all of the poles of \p

are outside the unit disk and, since \cp(z)\ — (9(|z|~4), ip(Q is holomorphic at

C = 0. We conclude that ^(C) is holomorphic for |C| < 1 .
Moreover,

//  \cp\dxdy= if  \V\dZdri
JJd, JjDi

for any domain D2, which is the image under the map z •-» C of the domain

Dx . Hence,

//     \tp\dxdy=[[     \¥\d^dn<—^//     \w\d^dn<-^—2.
JJ\z\>8 JJ\Q<e (1-e) zJJ\z\<\ (l-£)

The last inequality holds because the hypothesis that //c \cp\dxdy — 1 implies

that //c \\p\d£,dn= 1 . Subtracting one from both sides of this inequality and

changing signs yields //izi<(5 \cp\ dxdy > 1 - 2e, and putting e = 3 yields the

lemma.   D
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Now take a sequence of neighborhoods U„ , which shrink to a point C and

take the Teichmuller Beltrami differentials k„\cpn\/cpn, which realize the ex-

tremal mapping coinciding with / at a finite number of points in U„ . We may

choose these points so that the numbers

Kn = (\+kn)/(\-kn)

more and more nearly realize the boundary dilatation at C as n —> oo. The

sequence cpn has norm 1, and all of the poles of cpn are contained in Un . The

fact that oo is not a pole of cpn , considered as a quadratic differential, means

that \cp(z)\ < 0(|z|~4) as z —> oo. Therefore, cpn is a degenerating sequence

because, from the lemma, larger and larger proportions of the mass for the

measure \cpn\dxdy approach the point C •

This is how one can find a degenerating sequence {cpn}, which realizes

the inequality in (II'). Given the inequalities (I') and (II'), formulas for

the metric d on QS mod S analogous to (6) and (7) for the metric d on

QS mod PSL(2, R) are immediate consequences. Moreover, one verifies in the

same way as in [4, p. 137] that the metric d is the integral of its infinitesimal

form. We state these results as theorems.

Theorem 1.1. The infinitesimal form of Teichmuller's metric d on QS mod 5

at the origin is

^(S,S/^) = suplimsup tRe 17p(z)cp(z)dxdy + 0(t2)
{<?*} " J J

where the supremum is taken over all degenerating sequences cpn of norm 1.

Theorem 1.2. The Teichmuller metric d on QS mod 5" is the integral of its

infinitesimal form.

2. Extremal Beltrami coefficients and Teichmuller contraction

In the statement of the principle of Teichmuller contraction, we use dp to

denote the Poincare metric on the unit disk and dp to denote the Teichmuller

metric if T is either universal Teichmuller space, the Teichmuller space of a

Fuchsian group, or QS mod S.

Principle of Teichmuller contraction. Assume \\p\\oo = 1 and 0 < kx < k2 < 1

and dr(0, kxp) < Xidp(0, ki) where Xi < 1. Then there exists a X2 < 1
depending only on kx ,k2, and Xi such that

dT(0,kp)<X2dP(0,k)

for all p with \\p\\oo = 1 and all k with 0 < k < k2.

Roughly speaking, the principle says that if the mapping t >-> [tp] as a map-

ping from the unit disk with the Poincare metric to Teichmuller space with

Teichmuller's metric is strictly contracting at two given points, then it is strictly

contracting on all pairs of points, which are a bounded distance away from the

two given points. The same constant of contraction applies at all scales, no

matter how small, and for all p with \\p\\oo = 1 •
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3. Extremality of mappings and functionals

We need to introduce functionals depending on p, which are used by Reich

and Strebel in [9], Assume \\p\\oo = 1 and 0 < k < 1. Let

I(kp) — sup Re / / -—T' 2 dxdy ,       H(kp) = sup Re / / kpcpdxdy

where both suprema are taken over all cp of norm 1 in A. Let ko be the

smallest value of ||i/||oo such that f is in the same Teichmuller class as fk/1.

Definition, (a) The inefficiency at k is k - ko.

(b) The /-value at k is k/(\ - k2) - I(kp).
(c) The //-value at k is k - H(kp).

Proposition 3.1. The i-value, the h-value, and the inefficiency at k are all com-

parable quantities. More precisely, fix 0 < kx < 1. Then there exist constants

Cx, C2, C%, and C*, which are independent of p such that

(i)   C2 inefficiency at k < i-value at k <CX inefficiency at k,
(ii)   C3  h-value at k < i-value at k < Ci, h-value at k

for all k with 0 < k < kx. Here, Cx = (\-kx)~2, C2 = 1/4, C3 = (\-kx)2/2,
and C4 = 1.

Proof of Proposition 3.1. We use the inequalities (I) and (II) to prove part (i) of
the proposition. From (I), we get

for every cp of norm 1. On expanding the numerator of the first term in curly

brackets, simplifying and dividing both sides of this inequality by two, one

obtains

k-ko ff(    k        Rekpcp/\cp\        \kp\2    \ ,  , .. ,    ,

Since ||^||oo = 1, we obtain

for all cp of norm 1, which implies the left-hand side of (i) of the proposition

with C2= 1/4.
To obtain the right-hand side, we start with inequality (II) and find

where the supremum is over all cp of norm 1. This gives the right-hand part of

(i) with C, = 1/(1-A:,)2.
To prove part (ii) we rewrite the /-value at k and the //-value at k as

(8) ,W = ilrfj|[^_J^]W^

and

(9) h(k) = inf fj {k-Rekpcp}\cp\dxdy,
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where both infima are taken over all cp of norm 1. In order to compare the

square bracket term in (8) with the curly bracket term in (9), we use the follow-

ing.

Lemma. Assume 0 < k < kx < 1 and \z\ < 1 where z = x + iy. Then

k~k*< yzj2 ~ i_fc2|z|2 - (\-kxy{k~kx)-

Proof. For the case when x is between 0 and 1, we apply calculus to the func-

tion f(t) = t/(\ - t2) for 0 < t < 1. The other cases are trivial.

Part (ii) of the proposition follows from this lemma.   D

Proposition 3.1 applies to universal Teichmuller space and Teichmuller space

of a Fuchsian group. A parallel proposition with parallel definitions and parallel

proof applies to QS mod S. Define functionals 7 and 77 by

7(kp) = sup lim sup Re / / -—., " , dx dy
{<?„}  "        I      77   1 - \kp\2

and

H(kp) — sup lim sup Re       kpcp„dxdy ,
{<Pn)  "        I      JJ

where both suprema are taken over all degenerating sequences cpn of norm

1. Let K = K(fkf) = infK(fk>1, U) where the infimum is taken over all

annular neighborhoods U of the boundary of the unit disk and K(fk>i, U)

means the dilatation of fkfl restricted to U. Let k = (K - \)/(K + 1). Let

/co = inf k(g) where the infimum is over all quasi-conformal mappings g with

the same boundary values as fk>i.

Definitions. Assume p is a Beltrami coefficient with ||//||oo = 1 and 0 < k < 1 .

Then for the Teichmuller space QS mod S :

(a) the inefficiency of p at k for QS mod S is k -ko,

(b) the /'-value of p at k for QS mod 5 is kj(\ - (k)2)-7(kp),

(c) the //-value of p at k for QS mod S is k - H(kp).

Proposition 3.2. All of the assertions of Proposition 3.1 hold in the setting of

QSvnodS.

Corollary (The Hamilton-Reich-Strebel condition for extremality in QS mod S).

For a Beltrami coefficient p, k = ko if and only if

sup lim sup Re / / pcp„ dx dy = k(f),
{<Pn}     " I JJ

where the supremum is over all degenerating sequences {cpn} with \\cpn\\ = 1.

4. Proof of the Teichmuller contraction

Assume we have a value kx such that the Beltrami line associated with p

is inefficient at kx in the sense that dp(0, kxp) < Xxdp(0, kx). Let ko be the
extremal value of |M|oo where v is equivalent to kxp. Then

1,     1 + ko     1,        l+ki
2l081^2A'l0gT3v
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which means that the inefficiency at kx is a positive number b, which can be

estimated in terms of Xx and ki . From part (i) of Proposition 3.1, we get

From part (ii) of the same proposition, it follows that bx < h(kx) where bx =

(1 - k2)b/4. Thus, h(tk - 1) > tbx for t > 0. Using the proposition again we
find that i(k) > kb2 for 0 < k < k2 . Rewriting this result, it becomes

(10)     7(M<T^-^2<T^-T^2-(1-^)<(1-WT^F

where b3 = b2(\ - A;f) for 0 < k < k2 .
Once again, using part (i) of the proposition, we get a bound on the inef-

ficiency at k for all values with 0 < k < k2. Alternatively, we could apply

(10) to the Beltrami coefficient of the inverse mapping to fk>i, integrate the

infinitesimal form of Teichmuller's metric (7), and obtain

dT(0,kp)<(l-b3)dP(0,k)

for 0 < k < k2. The proof of the Teichmuller contraction for QS mod 5

follows in the same way.

Remark. We can view Proposition 3.1 as an ee'-version of the Hamilton-Reich-

Strebel necessary and sufficient condition for extremality. There is a sufficient

condition due to Reich [8] for a Beltrami coefficient to be uniquely extremal;

there may be an ee'-version of this condition as well. Although it is an oxy-

moron, there is a notion of "nearly unique". We can say an extremal quasi-

conformal mapping f is e-nearly unique if for any other extremal mapping

f2 with the same boundary values, the distance in the Poincare metric from
fi(j>) to f2(p) is less than e for all p in the disk. Reich's functional can also

be put into an e' -form. An obvious guess would be that e approaches zero if

e' does.
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